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The problem
Since the Erdös-Rényi theory's of random graphs, it has been
known that percolation occurs.
Percolation is a term that designates the stochastic process
leading to the appearance of a giant cluster as the connection
probability increases.
It has been established that below a certain probability pc ,
that can be deﬁned as critical, the network remains sparsely
connected but that above a giant cluster appears.
We wish to consider percolation in networks which have no
speciﬁc embedding: any node can connect with any other
node.
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The approach
Consider a net work of size N in which a node can have as
many as N−1 neighbours.
The question that we wish to ask is under what conditions a
giant cluster emerges?
Assume an undirected graph representing an uncorrelated
network with node distribution P(k).
Let q be the probability that a randomly chosen edge does not
lead to a node connected to a giant cluster; 1−q that it does.
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Computing probability q
q can be viewed as the average probability, over all possible
degrees k (k = 1,2.....N), that a randomly chosen node
generate edges that do not lead to a giant cluster.
In order to compute it consider that there are kNk edges
protruding from a node of degree k . Since there are < k > N
edges in this network:
the probability of picking an edge leading to a node of degree
k is kNk<k>N and, since
Nk
N
= P(k), it is kP(k)<k> .
The probability that all the other k−1 edges do not lead to
the giant cluster is by deﬁnition qk−1. Thus the probability
that the randomly chosen edge does not lead to the giant
cluster is kP(k)<k> q
k−1. Finally, the average over all nodes of
degree k is
q =∑
k
kP(k)
< k >
qk−1
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The probability of belonging to the giant cluster
The above computation allows to deal with the question of the
probability that a node belong to the giant cluster. Let it be
deﬁned as PG .
This probability can be understood as the probability that a
node of given degree has at least one link (edge) leading to
the giant cluster.
A node of degree k has Nk edges; the probability that a
randomly chosen edge out of a degree k node does not lead to
a giant cluster is Nk
N
qk : P(k)qk .
It follows that the probability that a randomly chosen edge of
a node of any degree does not lead to the giant cluster is
∑k P(k)qk . It follows that the probability that it does is:
PG = 1−∑
k
P(k)qk
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The existence of PG
If q = 1, i.e. if all edges do not lead to the giant cluster, the
probability that a node be connected to the latter is zero:
PG = 0.
The question is if there is a solution for 0< q < 1. To this
eﬀect, set y1 = q and y2 = ∑k
kP(k)
<k> q
k−1 and let us ascertain if
y1 = y2.
y
′
1
= 1 and y
′
2
= ∑k(k−1)kP(k)<k> qk−2. If for q = 1, at which
trivially y1 = y2, it is y
′
2
> 1 , it is also certain that there is a
q < 1 being a solution.
Since y
′
2
= ∑k(k−1)kP(k)<k> qk−2 |q=1= <k
2>
<k> −1. The condition
for the existence of a non trivial q, hence a 0< PG < 1, is
< k2 >
< k >
> 2
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Comment
The above can be considered as a condition that takes into
account the topological property of a network.
A caveat: the above is valid as long as there are no cycles in
the network, which is the case for uncorrelated graphs for
N → ∞.
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The percolation threshold
Assume now a network with the above topological property
having a giant cluster and subject it to a shock that deletes a
fraction f of its connections (edges).
Starting with a very small f , the network begins to percolate
towards dismemberment of the giant cluster as f rises.
There is likely to exist an fc such that the giant cluster
suddenly dissolves.
Consider that as the network is damaged , the remaining one
can be said to be characterized by <k
2>f
<k>f
> 2 .
This means that a giant cluster is still there
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The percolation point
The network probabilistically loses its giant cluster as soon as
< k2 >f = 2< k >f for a critical fc .
Deﬁne as < k2 >0> 2< k >0, the topological property of the
original, undamaged network.
After the random removal of a fraction f of edges, the
< k2 >f , < k >f and Pf (k) can be computed.
Consider a node with an initial k0degree. If the network is
deleted, the node has some probability of having each of its
connections deleted with probability f .
The probability of a node of having k remaining connections
applies to the combination of the original k0 taken k by k .
Thus,
(
k0
k
)
(1− f )k f k0−k is the probability of a node of
having k remaining nodes.
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The distribution after the damage
Given the above probability each node can be picked up for
removal with probability P0(k0), thus the after the damage
distribution is
Pf (k) = ∑
k0≥k
P0(k0)
(
k0
k
)
(1− f )k f k0−k
Given this distribution, we can compute
< k >f = (1− f ) < k >0
and
< k2 >f = (1− f )2 < k2 >0 +f (1− f ) < k >0
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The critical value
For f > fc no giant component can be found. Hence the
critical fccan be obtained from
(1− f )2c < k2 >0 +fc(1− fc) < k >0= 2(1− fc) < k >0
That is
fc = 1− < k >0
< k2 >0 −< k >0
The networks dissolves into small clusters for f > fc .
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Power law distributions
Whilst the above holds for homogeneous networks, those that
exhibit a heavy tailed topology with very large variance fc is
one in the limit.
Thus, for < k2 >0that becomes very large fc → 1.
This means that such networks are very robust to random
deletions.
Most networks, including those with a heavy tail, are limited
with a minimum degree m and a highest one kc(N).
Consider a power law distribution P(k) = ck−γ for
k = m,m+1, .....kc(N).
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The critical point for limited P(k)
Since the the limit kc(N) can be computed, it is possible to
compute a ﬁnite < k2 >0 and thus an fc < 1.
To compute kc(N) consider that the probability of its being
the highest is by deﬁnition 1:
N
∫ ∞
kc(N)
P(k)dk = 1
Substituting, N
∫ ∞
kc(N)
ck−γdk = 1. Setting c = (γ−1)mγ−1.
The solution is:
kc(N) = mN
1
γ−1
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The critical condition
Compute < k >=
∫ kc
m ck
1−γdk and < k2 >=
∫ kc
m ck
2−γdk from
which κ = <k
2>
<k> = 2 is the critical value.
Compute, then, fc = 1− 1κ−1 .
κ =
γ−2
γ−3m
N
− γ−3γ−1 −1
N
− γ−2γ−1 −1
If γ > 3, κ ∼ γ−2γ−3m and therefore fc < 1 as in the random
graph case. The system is thrown in 'disarray' as it goes past
the critical fraction.
If 2< γ < 3, κ ∼ N 3−γγ−1 , thus fc is quite close to 1. If γ < 2,
κ ∼ N 1γ−1 and as N increases fc also tends to 1.
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Comment
Since may networks featuring scale-free, power-law
distributions have the exponent γ between 2 and 3, they
appear to be very resilient.
It is only for γ > 3 that such networks appear to be less
resilient and prone to critical failure.
This is the case for which the degree rises slowly and, although
possible, hubs are rare: they resemble random networks.
Thus, scale-free networks appear to be more resilient than
random ones for random damage.
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Correlated networks
The analysis shown above applies to uncorrelated networks.
Many networks, however, are correlated.
A correlated network is one in which a node's degree, k , is
correlated, with some probability, with some other node's
degree, k
′
.
The distribution is described by the conditional probability
P(k | k ′).
The percolation and damage transtition depends on the nature
of the correlation which can be measured by the correlation
matrix.
It can be shown that
fc = 1− 1
Λ
where Λ is the highest correlation matrix eigenvalue. It is
therefore a measure of the correlation strength. For many such
networks Λ diverges and fc ∼ 1. Thus, they are very resilient.
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Targeted attacks
The following is a an example of what happens when attacks
are targeted. A result will be shown that can immediatedly be
intuitively understood.
Assume that the fraction to be deleted is simply the fraction of
the highest degree nodes beginning from a given kc .
Assume, for simplicity's sake, that the distibution is a power
law: P(k) = ck−γ .
It is importantant to determine the probability that a node's
neighbour be deleted, i.e that the connection that point to it
be removed: r(f ).
We ask what is the probability that is critical: r(fc) ; for a
higher probability than this critical value the system is
disrupted.
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The critical probability
To compute this probability consider that a node has an edge
pointing to a neighbour of degree k with probability
kNk
<k>N =
kP(k)
<k> which is the probability that if deleted it is
comprised in the kc ←→ ∞interval. Using continuity, deﬁne the
probability that a node points to neighbours above some kc :
r(f ) =
(1− γ)
m1−γ
∫ ∞
kc
k1−γdk
But kc can be obtained as a function of f : f =
∫ ∞
kc
ck−γdk
wich solves for kc ≈mf
1
1−γ . Thus,
r(f )≈ f 2−γ1−γ
Applying the condition κ = 2, it is obtained
f
2−γ
1−γ
c ≈ 2+ 2− γ
3− γm(f
2−γ
1−γ
c −1)
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Comment
The above formula cannot clearly solve for fc but numerical
simulations have systematically shown that for γ ∈ [2,3] it is
quite lower than 1.
Thus, as it is intuitively clear, targeting nodes with high
degrees, hitting hubs, quickly destroys the network.
Heterogeneous networks appear very fragile to targeted
attacks.
An alternative to targeting nodes of high degree is to target
those that enjoy the largest betweenness centrality.
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